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ABSTRACT 

 The present paper study micro-watershed and morph metric analysis of the shweta 

nadi environment origin from northern portion of kolli hills with flowing towards south-

eastern side via valakombai, Salem and Perambalur district using remote sensing and GIS. 

The shweta nadi originated in the northern portion of the kolli hills and it is drain via seradi, 

valakombai, Thamampatti and their adjoin places. The river flowing on the western-eastern 

portion with length of 98.5 km and breath is 34.1 km. The study concentrated includes the 

morphometric characteristic of the sub-watershed wise through geotechnology. 
 

KEYWORDS:  Micro watershed, Morphometric analysis, Shweta Nadi, Remote Sensing and GIS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 The application of principals of the mathematical statistic to quantities 

geomorphology is essential is meaningful conclusion are to be achieved. In practice, a 

particular geometric propriety of a drainage basin (i.e.) the length of the stream segments is 

sampled by measuring from maps or aerial Photographs or by different field surveys. When 

samples of say 50 or 100 measurement are thus obtained, the standard methods of frequently 

distribution analysis are used. The individual measurement, termed verities is grouped into 

classes, and the nature of the distribution examined. The many geometric properties of 

drainage basins particularly those having the dimension of length area, volume are 

characteristically, log normal  in distribution, where as others properties, particularly 

dimensionless rations and angular values Melton collected an extensive body of 

morphometric data on drainage basin and discusses the sample size-requirement for use in 

statistical test.  

 Micro watershed level Planning requires a hast of inter-related information to be  

generated and studied in relation to each other remotely sensed data provides valuable and up 

to date spatial information on natural resources and Physical terrain parameters. Geographical 
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information system (GIS) with its capability of integration and analysis of spatial, spatial 

multi-layered information obtained in a wide variety of formats both from proved to be 

effective tools in planning for micro watershed development. The agricultural areas along the 

streams are constantly washed and undergo sheet erosion thus converting valuable 

agricultural land into unproductive wasteland. For a major part of the year, the hills remains 

barren except for few small areas displaying a Varity of thorny scrubs and few scattered trees 

growing along the less assessable slopes. The degraded ecosystem has affected the life of the 

residents within the micro-watersheds. There is always a scarcity of fuel, fodder and water for 

drinking and domestic use. The depleting vegetation covers has resulted in excessive soil 

erosion exposing barred rock waste. The steep rocky hill slopes facilities high runoff leading to 

poor ground water recharge and increased siltation in the villages tanks and ponds.  

 

Material and methods 

Study area 

 The shweta nadi environment origin from northern portion of kolli hills with flowing 

towards south-eastern side via valakombai, Salem and perambalur district. (Fig No.1). The 

total area of nadi is 125 sq.km within 36 revenue villages From the boundary of the nadi is 

drowning from 75 percent of the Salem district and remaining 25 percent from the 

perambalur district. The 13 revenue villages in perambalur and remain 24 revenue villages 

from the Salem district. The major taluk of the basin Ganagavali and Vembampatti. The nadi 

is one of the tributaries of the velar basin. The study area extent 78°30’ E to 79° 0’ E 

longitude and 11° 20’ N 11° 30’ of latitudes. The major physiographic feature has controlled 

to the structural hill, denudantional and Pedi plain and fluvial process in the study area.  

 The study is located on the Ganagavalai and vembanthatti Taluks of the Perambalur 

and Salem District. The shweta nadi originated in the northern portion of the kolli hills and it 

is drain via serdi, valakombai, Thamampatti and their adjoining places. The river flowing on 

the westen-eastern portion with kength of 98.5km and breath is 34.1km. 

 The basin derived based up on the elevation of the slope. The approach to the slope 

study is the flow direction of the nadi. The nadi flowing western side to eastern side general. 

The intensity of Erosional unit is in the direction of the above said. From the stuffy area the 

maximum contour interval is 900m, part of Manmalai, adjoining kolli hills and Palakadu 

malai with pachamalai. The minimum contour intervals are in the part of the south-eastern 

basin, being 100m in the portion of the south-eastern part of the study area. The based on the 
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contour value is finding the slope of the region. The further, the linear fracture zone with 

flowing of the shwtea nadi basin. 

The present study area has been prepared the resource mapping following objectives; 

to study morphometric characters of the shweta nadi environment and their potential 

zonation. To study the nadi morphology, shape, length and breadth of the basin. To analysis 

the morphological condition of the river basin and mapping through geographical information see. 

Data Sources and methodology 

Pre-field Investigation- field check through survey of India Top sheet with scale of 

1:25,000/1:50,000. 

After having set up the objectives of the study primary and secondary base line data have 

been collected and analyzed in order to understand the existing condition of the study area 

(profile) in detail on various physical economic and social attribute on it records the human 

relationship between man and water resources of the study area. Through the SOI with 

Satellite imagery-selection of the data for the proposed watershed of Shweda nadi. For the 

Micro-watershed Planning and Management of the Study using IRS P6 LISS III +Land sat 

TM/FCC data will be select for the study.( Satellite imageries where change if need to study). 

Field Investigation conduct to field cheek for the study area including, Land utilization, sub-

watershed (nano, mini watershed), soil, Vegetation and collecting information about socio-

Economic status by Interview methods. Finally the Stream length, basin shape and Micro 

watershed was prepared through Remotely sensed data demarcated by the visual 

interpretation techniques. 

 

Result and discussion: 

Introduction: 

 The area is a mountain and plateau region, the area western d\side and south eastern 

side are mountain founded about 900m above the mean sea level, north and north eastern side 

are due to the low lands. The area isn’t uniform morphometric character. It can be very low 

land in the eastern side high land region has been founded in western side of the shweta basin 

the river flowing of towards west to west. 

Characterization and analysis of watershed 

 The first order stream is delineation of the high mountain region. Shweta nadi is a non 

perennial river. The streams are running up low lands. Shweta nadi is a meander shaped 

forming in the plain region nearby landsman durai, and Viraganur.  That area high rains falls 
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in the north east monsoon season, October to November the high amount of rain fall season 

in that area. The season period along the river both side affecting by the fold, the river 

broadly formed the kuda malai sector. The river action is slow movement in continuously 

flowing the river. 

 Sujata Biawas et al., (1999) prioritization of sub-water shed based on marphometric 

parametric- stream, bifurcation ratio, change density, stream frequently texture ratio, form 

factor, circularity ratio, and elongation ratio in midnapore district, west Bengal.  

Quantitative Analysis of drainage networks  

Length and breath  

 The river basin western side broadly compare than eastern side. River basin 

surrounding northern side covered by small area southern side large area. The basin breath is 

34 sq km, length 98.5 sq km. 

Shape of the basin  

 The shape of the basin measured by using borce clark method value of 0.4 

Slope of the Basin  

 The method of slope analysis by using smith methods and wind worth’s method, the 

basin western side step slope, because of high mountain region. The slope decrease from 

mountain region to plain region. The high elevated point found on the man malai, mountain 

900m above msl indicated the spot height contour variation 20m in the river basin. The basin 

portion of eastern d\side plain region the maximum height in the 100m above the msl. 

Stream order 

 The shweta nadi is non perennial river that area is a high rain fall in the north east 

monsoon seasons maximum rainfall alter to December months. Table-2 showing the stream 

order of the basin. In the first order 624 stream and 4435 km of the length and first order 

stream is one and length is 55.44 km.  

Hydro geomorphology  

 For achieving this goal a collection of a number of data sets such on geology, 

structure, land use pattern, topography. The various theme layer prepare through SOI and 

satellite images. drainage + morphometric analysis. Morphometric analysis have been carried 

our for each micro a macro sheed our of the various linear and aerial aspects, important 

parameter such as bifurcation ratio drainage density, frequency which have ground water 

average is taken into consideration. 
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Watershed Physiography 

Bifurcation Ratio  

 It is important parameter in geological studies. It is the ratio of number of any stream 

order to the number of next higher order stream.(Fig 1) 

BR=number of Nth order stream/Number of (n+1) the order stream.  

Straholar (1957) demonstrated that bifurcation ratio shoes a small range of variation for 

different regions or for different environment except where the powerful geological centre. 

high Bifurcation ratio of the shweta nadi Rajapalayam (5.3), Gangavali (5.0), Edappadi (4.52) 

and Vembauvar is (2.25)  

 Drainage Density  

 Horton (1932) has introduced drainage clemity (D) into American hydrologic 

literature as an expression to indicate the closeness of channels. It is another important 

hydrology parameter which have great signification in g.w studies the ratio of total drainage 

length to total area of the basin is formula.    

D.D= total stream length/ total area of the basin 

Table-1 stated the drainage density of the basin among the 10 sub-water should, the 

basin density is minimum gangavali (0.64) and maximum kundamalai (1.95).  A drainage 

density of high value indicates high rate of surface runoff and low infiltration. This also 

indicated as impermeable layer at the top of the Aquifer. 

Table No.1 Micro Watershed- Networks    

S.No Watershed Name Area in 

Km 

Bifurcation  

Ratio 

Drainage Density in 

Sq.Km 

Drainage  

Frequency  

1 Thamapatty  82.55 3.32 1.67 0.26 

2 Kulamadu 36.34 3.16 1.07 0.08 

3 Kudamalai 38.30 2.7 1.95 0.21 

4 Gangavalli 48.80 5.0 0.64 0.04 

5 Edappadi 43.29 4.52 1.57 0.14 

6 Pullampadi 62.60 2.77 1.93 0.27 

7 Viraganur 83.51 3.8 1.49 0.20 

8 Tondamandurai 80.75 2.72 1.11 0.10 

9 Rajapalayam 71.86 5.3 0.98 0.12 

10 Vembauvr 22.70 2.25 1.05 0.03 
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                      Fig No.1 Micro Watershed- Networks  

 

 

Table No-2 Stream Order- Shweta Nadi 

S.No Stream Order No.Of Stream Length in Km Bifurcation  

1 I Order 624 443.5 4.36 

2 II Order 143 174.29 2.97 

3 III Order 28 137.64 1.65 

4 IV Order 29 44.72 29 

5 V Order 1 55.44 - 

 

 Drainage frequency  

The ratio of total number of stream to the stream of the basin  

D.F=total number of streams/total area of the basin.  

 A high drainage frequency indicate a soft and impermeable surface cover Result and 

Discussion 

Length-Breath 

 The river basin western side broadly compare than eastern side. The river basin 

surrounding northern side covered by small area southern side larger area the basin breath is 

34 sq km, length 98.sq km variety of climate and geology types. 

 Morphometric characteristic of the Shweta nadi 

 

Stream order area  

 Stream order represent so many order of stream with joining finally is named “River” 

the shweta nadi stream Ist order is 694. it is form of course value of shweta nadi. A shweta 
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nadi moving west to east because of gentle slope moving with gradually west to east side. 

Sigh (1998), have carried drainage pattern and Drainage palters Geography and Nanityal 

(1940), studied marphometric analysis of the basin.(Table No.1) 

 The second order stream is the number of 172, Next higher order comes under fifty 

stream order.  

Miller’s circulatory ratio 

 Miller circulator ratio area of the basin divided by area of the circle having the same 

length of perimeter as that of the basin. 

 Rc=Ab/Ac 

Ab represents area of the basin 

Ac represent length of the perimeter  

Perimeter of the basin=251cm2        

   =251* 0.5 

   =125.5km2/sq km. 

   

  2∏r =2*22/7* 128.11 

   =128.11* 7/2*22 

   =20.38 

  Ab 2∏r =2 *22/7*125.5 

   =125.5 * 7/2*22 

            r =19.96 

 Ab ∏r2   = 22/7* 19.96 * 19.96 

   =1252 

Miller circularity ratio 540.75/1252=0.431 sq km 

    10.18 

Shape of the basin 

  The slope of the basin calculated by borce clark method 

   SBc=Σn/i=1, ri/Σnri * 100 N 

Shape of the basin Value of 0.4 Length: 98.5 breath: 34.1 km  

The length calculation on the west to eastern side of shweta nadi. 

The breadth calculation on the north to south side of shweta nadi 

The breath calculated on the north to south side of shweta nadi 

The length and breath is calculated by the flowing on the river side. 
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CONCLUSION 

 The study of the morphometric characteristic and their net works of the shweta nadi 

environment. The study include the Micro watershed division, Shape of the basin and Length 

breadth of the basin. From the watershed division have study their Physiography, 

Morphological structure, geology, geomorphology, soil and Land use. From the analysis of 

the drainage networks have calculated shape, length and breadth of the shweta nadi river 

basin. 

. 
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